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U-BOAT BLOWN TO SURFACE

Caught in the Bay of Biscay while on it's way to raid shipping in the Atlantic,

a U-boat was blown to the surface by bombs from an R.A.A.F. Sunderland flying-boat of

Coastal Command and forced to turn back badly damaged.

While some of its crew worked feverishly trying to get it to submerge, the

gun-crew on dock strove to keep the Sunderland at bay.

The Sunderland, with its bombs gone, could attack only with its guns, and its

fire raked the decks and conning tower of the U-boat. For two hours the Sunderland,

although hit by shell fire, shadowed the U-boat as it circled on the surface,

bow-hoavy and only partially under control.

At last the U-boat submerged, leaving a wide trail of oil. The flying-hoat

crew saw the trail stop suddenly. Then, a few hundred yards ahead, a gout of oil rose

in a mass to the surface raid spread out in a widening pool.

Knowing the U-boat was damaged, and hoping it was destroyed, the Sunderland

crew turned for home - and found themselves in a fight with a Focke-Wulf Kurier.

The two four-engine air giants, which are among the largest types in the Air

Forces of both countries, fought grisly and relentlessly for over an hour.

Machine-gun bullets ripped into the Sunderland, but its gunners fought off the attacks

of the Kurier, took the offensive, and eventually drove it off. It flow back towards

the French coast, losing height, and its return is very doubtful.

The Captain of the Sunderland, F/Lt. F.C. Wood, of Sydney, Australia, who rowed

No. 4 for Oxford in 1936 has carried out several previous attacks on U-boats.

"This one had gone completely under when we reached it," he said. "After the

bombs went off, its bows broke surface. Then it did a sort of see-saw, and the

stern came up while the bows went dowm, We were cheering like hell. The submarine

stopped. Then it went round in locus and circles, and suddenly the conning-tower
hatch opened. A man made a dash for the gun and they opened fire on us.

"
Wc

couldn’t fire the whole time or we should have been out of ammunition, but

we gave the docks a burst whenever we got a chance, and the navigator photographed

some of our attacks.

"After the U-boat had submerged again, and we had set course for base, the

tail-gunner warned me that a Kurier was astern. We had been so busy with the

submarine that we had forgotten to eat and one of the crew was just preparing a meal

when the Kurier appeared.

"We took evasive action, making a diving turn to port which brought a strong

protest from the cook. His flour basin was upset and fish-heads - it was fish and

chips for tea - were thrown about and slithering all over the galley floor.

"We were busy with the Focke-Wulf for about an hour, and the cook apologised
for the meal being a little cold when we finally got down to it.
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"We carried out on improvised repair to the rear turret by putting surgical

sticking-plaster over a hole in an oil pipe.

"The only casualty in the crew was a slight scratch on one men’s leg.

"But the Sunderland, had half a dozen holes big enough, to put your head in,

as veil as something like a hundred little ones, and as some of the damage was

below the waterline we had to rush her up to the slipway when we landed in case

she sank. The ground crew were on her like a lot of ants and had her safe on

her beaching chassis almost before we stopped moving."

Photographs available fromP.N.A.
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